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Goals for today's meeting
● Review the latest OpenStack news
● Get agreement on governance framework for adding new projects
● Clarify role of “SFA”s in our ongoing strategic planning efforts
● Review funding model proposal & solicit feedback

Future meetings:
● Brand research results
● Community meeting for project governance feedback
● Board Meeting in October? 



Agenda
● OpenStack Update (20 Min)

● New Project Governance (40 Min)

● OSF Funding Model Evolution (20 Min)

● Brand Research Preview (5 min)

● Timeline & Next Steps (5 min)



OpenStack Adoption & 
Market Opportunity



OpenStack Market Opportunity
● “Globally, 71% of service providers are either in production or plan to be in production with 

OpenStack in the next 12 months. That number goes up to 80% if you include respondents who plan 
to implement in the next 24 months.” - 451 Research: Voice of the Service Provider

● “IDC estimates OpenStack to be a $6.1 billion opportunity in 2018 and grow at an aggregate CAGR 
of 9.7% from 2016 to 2021.” - IDC: OpenStack Infrastructure Ecosystem: Adoption Patterns, Use 
Cases and Market Outlook, Part 3—Market Size and Forecast

● “Top IT folks at most of the 151 North American organizations with their own data centers surveyed 
recently by IHS Markit expect to at least double the amount of physical servers in their data centers 
by 2019.” - DataCenter Knowledge

New analyst reports and statistics available: openstack.org/analysts

http://openstack.org/analysts


OpenStack Adoption Continues to Grow
Growing Number of Deployments Globally
There are 10+ million computing cores running OpenStack accounted for in the User Survey. The 
full survey report will be available at the Berlin Summit.

Increased User Satisfaction
The OpenStack 2018 User Survey analysis is currently underway, but we can preview one stat: 2018 
deployment Net Promoter Score (NPS) score is 42, compared to an NPS score of 25 for 
deployments in 2017. This score indicates how happy OpenStack users are with the platform.

Users Speaking at Berlin Summit
At the Berlin Summit in November, OpenStack users will talk about their deployment growth, 
including how Workday expanded their environment from 50,000 cores to 300,000. Additional 
users speaking include AT&T, Pawsey Supercomputing Centre, NASA, Orange, BMW, Volkswagen 
Financial Group, Oerlikon ManMade Fibers, Adobe Advertising Cloud and more. 



30+ new case studies at OpenStack.org/users



OpenStack Business 
Drivers



OpenStack Business Drivers

Users like Adobe Advertising Cloud and Cathay Pacific have turned to a hybrid cloud 
consumption model to leverage the benefits of public cloud and private cloud when 
choosing where their workloads run to increase operational efficiency and lower costs. 
Adobe cited 30% cost savings using an OpenStack-based private cloud, including the 
cost of people, R&D and infrastructure. 

Cost



OpenStack Business Drivers

Open source helps users control their destiny and avoid vendor lock-in. Financial 
services companies, government agencies and more are choosing OpenStack 
private or public cloud service providers for data sovereignty and compliance. 
There are also companies and industries who don’t want to compete with their 
infrastructure service provider.

Control



OpenStack Business Drivers

OpenStack’s flexible and pluggable architecture, as well as diverse ecosystem, 
allows users to purpose-build clouds based on their unique use cases and 
workloads, whether that’s Verizon for Edge Computing, T-Mobile for NFV, 
Cambridge University for HPC or Genesis Cloud to leverage GPUs. OpenStack 
uniquely provides heterogeneous environments for bare metal, containers and VMs 
and allows organizations to tune infrastructure to most efficiently run large-scale, 
long-running applications. 

Capabilities



OpenStack Public Clouds 
Finding Their Value



OpenStack Public Clouds Finding Their Value

There are 21 OpenStack public providers that span 75 data centers across over 20 
countries. In the past two weeks, City Network has opened a new data center in 
Stockholm and VEXXHOST opened a data center in Silicon Valley that was running 
OpenStack Rocky the day it was released. 

Growing Global Footprint

Particularly in Europe, organizations in industries like financial services who demand 
environments adhering to regulatory requirements are turning to OpenStack-powered 
public clouds like Open Telekom Cloud.

Serves industry and geo-specific regulatory requirements

Public Cloud trials available through Passport Program
For users who want to understand the capabilities of OpenStack-powered public 
clouds, 11 providers around the globe offer low cost trials.

https://www.openstack.org/passport


OpenStack Public Clouds



● OpenStack bare metal clouds, powered by Ironic, lay the foundation for environments deploying containers 
directly on bare metal in addition to VMs. Ironic is bringing more sophisticated management and automation 
capabilities to bare metal infrastructure, and as a driver for Nova, allows for multi tenancy.

● Magnum became a Certified Kubernetes installer in the Rocky cycle. Passing these conformance tests gives 
users confidence that Magnum interacts with Kubernetes as it is expected to.  

● The capabilities of Rocky were available on launch day via a new, Silicon Valley public cloud availability zone 
powered by Canada-based provider, VEXXHOST

● The Fast Forward Upgrade (FFU) feature from the TripleO project is ready for prime time, all set to help users 
overcome upgrade hurdles and get on newer releases of OpenStack faster. 

OpenStack Rocky Highlights, 18th release

"At Oath, OpenStack manages hundreds of thousands of bare metal compute resources in our data centers. We 
have made significant changes to our supply chain process using OpenStack, fulfilling common bare metal quota requests 
within minutes,” said James Penick, IaaS Architect at Oath. “We're looking forward to deploying the Rocky release to take 
advantage of its numerous enhancements such as BIOS management, which will further streamline how we maintain, 
manage and deploy our infrastructure."

More information and resources can be found at openstack.org/software/rocky 

http://openstack.org/software/rocky


OpenStack Rocky Coverage 

OpenStack Rocky aims 
to be the undisputed 
infrastructure 
champion

Openstack Rocky builds 
on automation, upgrades 
and usability

Openstack 18 aka Rocky 
extends Ironic and upgrade 
options

OpenStack version 18 
rocks

OpenStack Rocky released to 
meet AI, machine learning, 
NFV and edge computing 
demands for infrastructure

OpenStack’s new Rocky 
release enables bare-metal 
clouds and serverless 
functions





OSF Community Growth

MEMBERS ORGANIZATIONS
93,000+

COUNTRIES

187 675+

● 33% increase in community members compared to July 2017 and 25 new supporting 
organizations have been added in the last year.  

● OpenStack Foundation is establishing an office in China and hiring a China Community 
Manager to support the growing ecosystem and network of users.



OSF Expanded Focus: Open Infrastructure

● As infrastructure continues to evolve with new use cases and consumption models, OpenStack Foundation 
is expanding its mission to help users integrate and operate open infrastructure

● Piloting small number of new projects relevant to OpenStack users and infrastructure operators
● Focus on integration of open source technologies and collaboration amongst open source communities 

(inside and outside of OpenStack Foundation, which also reflects ecosystem strategy)
● All projects supported by OpenStack Board of Directors & Staff with unique technical governance for each 

project

Lifecycle management. 
Undercloud for 

OpenStack, Kubernetes, 
MaaS

Edge computing 
platform

CI/CD 
Multi-Project Gating 

System

Programmable 
infrastructure for VMs, 

containers and bare 
metal

Secure, lightweight 
CRI compatible 

virtualized containers











OpenStack ‘Open Infrastructure’ Summit Berlin 
● Headline Sponsorships Sold Out!

● Hacking the Edge: an OpenStack Hackathon 
○ Hosted by the DT’s Open Telekom Cloud
○ Saturday-Sunday, November 10-11 

● Cross-community collaboration: Akraino, Ceph, OpenShift, Tungsten Fabric, and more to come

More Summit information can be found at openstack.org/Summit. 

http://openstack.org/Summit




Update on programs & activities
● Ramping up China office and hiring, kick off meeting October 16th
● User Survey - report expected prior to Berlin Summit
● Adding 30+ case study snippets to openstack.org/users
● Updates to OpenStack.org/software section, including reorganizing the project 

navigator and giving project teams ability to update their information
● Content production: 

○ OpenStack HA state of the union
○ Hybrid cloud economics

● After success with Rocky meeting, ramping up community meetings & update 
emails
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Upcoming events
● Industry event speaking/booth:

○ Open Networking Summit Europe, Amsterdam Sept 25-27
○ Open Compute Summit, Amsterdam Oct 1-2
○ AnsibleFest, Austin Oct 2-3
○ All Things Open, Raleigh, Oct 21-23

● OpenStack Days:
○ Italy (Rome), Sept 21
○ Thailand, Sept 27
○ Nordic (Stockholm), Oct 9-10



Summary of OpenStack resources for 
your team

● OpenStack User Stories: openstack.org/users and Superuser (superuser.openstack.org) 

● Analyst reports and statistics (updated after each Summit: openstack.org/analysts

● OpenStack User Survey to be published at the Berlin Summit: openstack.org/user-survey. The 
data can be accessed year-round at the User Survey dashboard: openstack.org/analytics. 

● Updated collateral, including Rocky release materials: openstack.org/marketing.

http://openstack.org/users
http://superuser.openstack.org
http://openstack.org/analysts
http://openstack.org/user-survey
http://openstack.org/analytics
http://openstack.org/marketing


Reference: Example 
OpenStack Users in 

Production



Progressive Insurance uses the VIO distribution of OpenStack plus Kubernetes for data analytics and machine 
learning. In May 2018, Progressive said OpenStack is the standard for their on-premises cloud and provides 
maximum flexibility to deliver infrastructure as code.

Adobe Advertising Cloud helps customers optimize over $3.5 billion of digital ad buys annually. Their 
high-volume bidding application operates on an OpenStack private cloud with over 100,000 compute cores 
managed by just four engineers. 

Ever since Target’s first OpenStack deployment in 2015, the company is actively growing in retail and 
technology innovation to improve scalability, containerize everything, provide flexible storage, and utilize service 
discovery, with 600 hypervisors and more than 32,000 cores.

Example OpenStack Users in Production



Oerlikon ManMade Fibers, a machine manufacturer for the textile industry, is using OpenStack at the edge 
to enable their customers to output millions of tons of fibers from geotextiles to fibers so thin that one 
15kg bobbin can stretch from Earth to the moon and back.

80 percent of China UnionPay’s production applications, including many critical ones, have been 
migrated onto their OpenStack-based UnionPay Cloud, accounting for over 150 applications. UnionPay 
Cloud supports 500 million users, averaging 50 million transactions per day, 3,000 transaction per 
second at peak, with 100 billion RMB per day.

Vanilla Forums is using VEXXHOST’s private cloud offering to leverage OpenStack APIs to automatically 
provision clusters. Specifically, they are using Octavia and Barbican for SSL offload (and SNI), pushing 
approximately 3 billion views per year.

Example OpenStack Users in Production



T-Mobile has deployed multiple OpenStack programs with a mission to virtualize network functions, the 
largest use-case being OpenStack-based virtual evolved packet core (EPC). Working with OpenStack for NFV 
has improved stability, widened availability, and increased capacity for the 72.6 million customer company.

Atmail, the white-label brand behind telco email services, uses OpenStack via City Network public cloud to power 
170 million+ mailboxes in more than 90 countries. Atmail depends on OpenStack to provide a robust, stable and 
mature platform for its global customers, helping them mitigate risk, control cost and improve user experience. 
With OpenStack, Atmail has removed bottlenecks and issues in old architecture and enabled cost-effective 
scalability.

Leading airline Cathay Pacific transformed its legacy infrastructure into a modern hybrid cloud architecture using 
Red Hat OpenStack Platform. With Red Hat OpenStack Platform, Cathay Pacific created a more efficient and 
scalable platform for developing and delivering new services. This has increased throughput for application 
deployment by a factor of 10, all while experiencing little-to-no end user downtime around these updates. 

Example OpenStack Users in Production



BBVA is using the Red Hat OpenStack Platform to create a hybrid cloud environment. The platform unites 
BBVA’s existing applications—including those on proprietary systems—to effectively coexist with new, 
cloud-based applications in on-premise or public cloud deployments. As a result, applications can be 
easily deployed, migrated, or scaled to meet data-based customer demand. 

Driven by the demand of rapid customer growth and increased security needs, Workday’s OpenStack 
cloud has grown from 600 server fleet in 2016 to 4600 server by the end of 2018.  We shall have 45 
OpenStack clusters hosting more than 22, virtual machines, dispersed across 5 data centers in different 
geographical regions using 2PB of memory.

Example OpenStack Users in Production

Volkswagen chose Mirantis to build out a robust private cloud infrastructure. They began their 
OpenStack journey in 2015 and will talk about their growth and results at the upcoming OpenStack 
Summit Berlin.



Strategic project governance
Status & Next Steps

July 2018



SFAs & New Projects governance 

● Board work group met regularly
● Reviewed & refined an initial strawman proposal for governance of SFAs & New Projects
● Notes & proposal shared with wider community for feedback on mailing lists, IRC, PTG

Today’s proposal reflects the feedback to date from a wide range of stakeholders

But first, some background...



Open Infrastructure
● New applications are putting new demands on infrastructure: AI, Edge
● OpenStack is the only open solution at IaaS layer
● But, the infrastructure requires more than OpenStack: no one 

technology or open source project can do it all, and users are 
combining multiple technologies at different layers of the stack

● More value is unlocked for users when the focus is integration and 
operation of open source technologies across use cases and verticals

The future of OSF is to help build new markets for Open Infrastructure





New Project Goals & 
Guidelines*

*discussed and documented by joint leadership working group 2H 2017



Goal
The goal of OSF and the Strategic Focus Areas is to serve developers, users, and the open 
infrastructure ecosystem by providing a set of shared resources to build community, 
facilitate collaboration amongst users, and support integration of open source 
infrastructure technologies. 

Key Principles:

➡ Focus on use cases and user value when organizing a new Strategic Focus Area
➡ Follow the Four Opens: open source, open design, open development, open community
➡ Communities should have the ability to self-organize in the way that is most effective for 

their active contributors
➡ Technical decisions should be made by technical people representative of the contributors
➡ Overall governance should be representative and diverse, and should provide opportunities 

for new leaders to rise up and contributors of all types to participate



‘Four Opens’: Cornerstone of our Culture

OpenStack Foundation culture is built on open source principles, which we believe are paramount to 
building vibrant, sustainable and truly collaborative communities: 

1. Open Source - Open Source, not open core
2. Open Design - Public discussion and meetings to plan roadmap; focus on user input and direction
3. Open Development - All development activities (code repositories, reviews…) happen publicly 

with the ability for anyone to participate throughout the development process
4. Open Community - Representative governance, collaborative culture, level playing field

https://governance.openstack.org/tc/reference/opens.html



Important policies, or the ‘non-negotiables’

IP Management
● Foundation owns and manages all trademarks
● Foundation owns key web domains 
● Open source, not open core
● CLA, DCO or appropriate contributor agreements in place

Governance
● Technical decisions made by technical people representative of the contributors, on 

the merits of the proposal
● Governance should be representative and diverse, and should provide opportunities for 

new leaders to rise up
● Public documentation of governance, development process, and how to contribute
● Projects must adhere to the OpenStack Foundation Code of Conduct



Important policies, cont.

Communications
● Communications channels publicly archived and available on the internet 

○ IRC is preferred, but there’s potential to support other channels 
○ No private channels or mailing-lists; everyone should be able to access everything

● Prefer asynchronous communications. Meetings should be recorded (text or video) and 
publicly available on the internet, organized in a way that’s easy to reference

Technology
● Prefer open source tools
● Automated testing pipeline in place (potential to leverage OpenStack Foundation 

infrastructure)
● Publicly available and open code repositories



The ‘negotiables,’ potential to bring your own

● Project name (needs to pass legal trademark search)
● Development language (Python is our heritage, but we’re not limited to Python)
● Technical governance structure, including code reviewers and project leadership, as long as it 

adheres to the four opens and guidelines
● OpenStack Foundation-hosted git/Gerrit systems is recommended, but if the project already 

exists on Github or other publicly-accessible repos that is an option
● Shared libraries
● Release cadence



Example Pilot Project Support
Approach is to leverage and document best practices from OpenStack, grow strong 
ambassadors in the community and leverage established infrastructure (events, tools).

● Community management
○ Governance and release management (consulting, process establishment, tools)
○ Issue escalation / resolution as needed

● Collaboration
○ Space to meet at OpenStack Summit & Project Teams Gathering
○ Mailing lists, git repos, CI system support - if desired

● Education/awareness
○ Logo development, potential to appear in Foundation swag store
○ Lightweight website template/design 
○ Primary trademark validation and support
○ Superuser magazine articles & contribution opportunities
○ PR support as appropriate
○ Visibility at OpenStack Summit, OpenStack Days and User Groups



● Define the scope of the OSF "open infrastructure" efforts

● Involve a range of activities:
○ Identifying use cases
○ Collaborating across communities
○ Supporting the creation of missing technology pieces
○ Testing end-to-end

Strategic Focus Areas



Strategic Focus Areas  

Shared: 
● Technologies
● Contributors 
● Users
● Ecosystem

Datacenter
cloud software

Edge Computing
infrastructure

Container
infrastructure

CI/CD
infrastructure



● The "missing technology pieces" that we may need to create/support to 
reach our strategic focus areas goals

● A project (OpenStack, Kata Containers...) may have one or several 
components/deliverables (Nova, Cinder...)

● Projects might serve multiple SFAs (they’re de-coupled)

● Reuse across focus areas is something we should encourage rather 
than discourage

Projects



● Do not tie projects to a specific focus area - they’re decoupled

● Technical governance should be set at project-level, not at strategic 
focus area level or at component level

● SFA: keep it simple, a list of strategic areas we’re actively working on - 
no “incubation” or “graduation” stages 

● Projects: Distinct phases with clear steps, criteria, & owners

Base proposal for SFA & Project Governance



● SFA:
● Board approves strategic focus areas as part of regular strategic reviews.

● Projects:
● Foundation staff should have freedom to experiment with pilot projects

● Board approves projects moving from “pilot” to “confirmed”, signaling 
long-term investment of Foundation resources

● Other Foundation governance bodies should have the opportunity to 
provide input in the confirmation process of new projects by the Board

Base proposal for SFA & Project Governance



● Goal: Building a sustainable model for usage and development based on 
4 Opens, starting up the 3 forces (technology, ecosystem, users)

● Criteria: Project fills a gap that advances the OSF mission, early signs of 
interest from 3 forces, alignment with one or more SFAs, willingness to 
embrace the Four Opens / "OpenStack way"

● Code is available and published on a public development platform

● Governance: Executive Director approves new Pilot Projects

Project Stage 1: Pilot -- goals & governance



● Create an open collaboration - contribution and release model, technical 
and strategic decision making

● Develop project websites and market position

● Determine event participation model

● Define governance and operate under governance

● Attract multiple organizations to participate

Project Stage 1: Pilot - expectations during Pilot 



● Goal: Establish the project for the future and expand the community, 
ecosystem and usage; solidify the OSF commitment to the project and 
community

● Reviewed within 18 months of becoming a pilot (Board can defer confirmation)
● Project confirmation criteria

● Board determines the long term success of the project is strategic to
OSF's mission

● Adopted the 4 opens, spawned open collaboration, including 
engagement from users, developers, and the ecosystem

● Fully formed governance and had at least one release

Project Stage 2: Confirmed - goals & governance



● Build out a strong commercial ecosystem with productization

● Continue to attract additional developers

● Refine marketing and carve out a leadership position in the relevant 
space

● Encourage an active and engaged user community

Project Stage 2: Confirmed - expectations ongoing



● Focus areas today: Datacenter cloud, Container Infrastructure, Edge, CI/CD

● Future additions: TBD

● Pilot projects: Kata Containers, Zuul, Airship, StarlingX

● Confirmed projects: OpenStack*

Current status



● Goals:
Making sure there is a place where early collaboration can happen
Promote our open collaboration model beyond our own projects

● Any project can be hosted on our project infrastructure,
as long as they are under an OSI-approved license

● Such projects may present themselves as "hosted on OSF project 
infrastructure" but not as “OSF projects”

A project infrastructure for more than OpenStack



OSF Funding Evolution

July 2018



Funding Evolution - Goals

● Minimal disruption to existing model
● Attract and enable new companies/users to support the 

Foundation through new projects
● Efficient model that minimizes overhead for new projects by 

leveraging existing infrastructure
● Deliver more value to Gold & Platinum members to reward 

existing members and attract new ones



Current Model – simplified view
Level Annual 

Cost
Board Online Recognition Recognition 

Badge
Platinum 
Member of OSF

$500k Board Seat OpenStack.org Platinum of OSF

Gold Member of 
OSF

$50-$200
k

Board 
Representation, 
Opportunity to 
Run

OpenStack.org Gold of OSF

Corporate 
Sponsor of OSF

$10-25K n/a OpenStack.org Sponsor of OSF

Other common benefits include Powered Logo & Marketplace access (with 
interop tests), ability to showcase commitment to the project



New Model Phase 1 – simplified view
Level Annual 

Cost
Board Online Recognition Recognition 

Badge
Platinum 
Member of OSF

$500k Board Seat OpenStack.org + option 
for any new OSF project 
at no cost

Platinum of OSF

Gold Member of 
OSF

$50-$200
k

Board 
Representation, 
Opportunity to 
Run

OpenStack.org + option 
for any new OSF project 
at no cost

Gold of OSF

Project Sponsor $10-25K n/a Chose one project 
website (e.g. 
openstack.org, kata etc)

Project Sponsor

Other common benefits include Powered Logo & Marketplace access (with 
interop tests), ability to showcase commitment to the project



Phase 1 summary

- Existing Gold & Platinum Members may opt to add their 
logos to new OSF project websites at no additional cost

- Companies who wish to sponsor a specific OSF project may 
do so, at the same pricing as traditional “Corporate Sponsor”

- Existing Corporate Sponsors of OSF will become OpenStack 
Project Sponsors (no action required)



Phase 2 – Silver Membership

● Like Gold & Platinum Members, Silver Members can receive recognition for any 
OSF project, on that project’s website. However, no OSF board representation.

● Proposed Pricing: $50k/year ($20k for start ups)

● Silver membership allows a company that wishes to support 2 or more OSF 
projects with a path to do so, if they’re not yet ready to apply for Gold



New Model Phase 2 – with Silver
Level Annual 

Cost
Board Online Recognition Recognition 

Badge
Platinum 
Member of OSF

$500k Board Seat OpenStack.org + option 
for any new OSF project 
at no cost

Platinum of OSF

Gold Member of 
OSF

$50-$200
k

Board 
Representation, 
Opportunity to 
Run

OpenStack.org + option 
for any new OSF project 
at no cost

Gold of OSF

Silver Member 
of OSF

$20-50K n/a OpenStack.org + option 
for any new OSF project 
at no cost

Silver of OSF

Project Sponsor $10-25K n/a Chose one project 
website (e.g. 
openstack.org, kata etc)

Project Sponsor

Other common benefits include Powered Logo & Marketplace access (with 
interop tests), ability to showcase commitment to the project



Silver Membership Summary
- Silver member designation (logo/OSF website)
- Marketplace placement
- Powered logo, project sponsor logo
- Logo on new project websites (of choice)
- Showcase commitment to projects for customers/recruiting
- Inclusion in press release promoting silver membership



Project Sponsor Summary
- Sponsor designation for ONE project (logo/ on project's 
website)
- Marketplace placement
- Project sponsor logo, OpenStack Powered logo if OpenStack   
project is the chosen project.)
- Showcase commitment to project for customers/recruiting



Brand Research: Preview

July 2018



Research Goals

● Get a better sense for how OpenStack is perceived
● Determine if “Open Infrastructure” concept resonates, and if 

so, how to best position the Foundation
● Understand the role of open source foundations, what 

people expect from a foundation

Ultimate Goal: Help us make informed decisions about 
messaging, summit branding, foundation branding etc.



Research Approach
Worked with a third party research firm, and had quantitative and qualitative components:

Global Quantitative Survey
● August 24-September 1, 2018

● 501 Respondents

● Role: Operations & Architects (30%), Developers & DevOps (20%), IT Managers (25%), CIO/CTO & 

Line of Business Leadership (25%)

● Fielded in 10 countries (US, China, Germany, Canada, India, Singapore, Ireland, Japan, South Korea, 

Hong Kong) and in 5 languages (English, Chinese, German, Japanese, Korean)

● Evenly distributed across 3 regions (North America 33%, Asia 33%, Europe 33%)

Global Qualitative Research
● 4 focus groups: Seattle, Beijing 

➡ Ops, DevOps, Sys Admins, Architects (total 31 participants)

● 4 In-depth interviews with open source influencers

➡ Representatives from 4 of the top 10 global technology companies



Interested? 

We’re setting up two meetings to review in-depth results and 
actions:

● October 3 (phone/online)
● October 16 (Beijing in person)

Details to be shared on board mailing list. 

We will also record the meeting if you’re unable to attend.



Timeline & Next Steps

July 2018



Next steps, timing
● Project Governance – agree on framework today, with Board approval of any 

Bylaws changes in Berlin for January Individual Member voting.
● SFA Governance:  pursue existing SFAs, discuss adjustments in Berlin if needed
● OSF Funding Model – implement Phase 1 now, Phase 2 (Silver) after any 

adjustments (as needed) & formal approval at Berlin board meeting
● Brand Research: Open Meeting October 3
● Berlin Summit

● Spotlight on Airship & StarlingX 
● With lots of Zuul & Kata as well, along with Kubernetes, Ceph, etc

● January Board election: Bylaws changes on the ballot (TC typo plus any 
project-related updates approved in Berlin)



@OpenStack

Thank you !

openstack openstack OpenStackFoundation


